illusions of youth
emirate
World Cup in Qatar: five cases that
school," Marcus She
maps of the geography books in Dubai. In
Black spots remain, of course. Despite
About the same subject
in Dubai schools, Jews and Christians
curriculum in the Emirates is now one of
fundamentalist teachers. "The school
ambiguous. School books still present
ultranationalism that were specific to the
Arabia notes that school programs no
jihadist and homophobic elements from
the case in 2003 and 2008," explains
This moderation is particularly significant
particular, made them aware of the danger
She
seen the speeches of the Gulf countries
over the last twenty years, Impact-SE has
• In the Gulf, amazing progress is
independent and sovereign Ukraine."
Main black point noted by Impact-SE in
between Russia and Ukraine."
pride among Ukrainian students, while
current conflict," the study says. Their
between the two countries, the
programs,
• Russia: young minds prepared for
a population by your side can be enough to
composed of religious, politicians, police
them," says Marcus She
children are in line with what is taught to
propaganda. "The big question, especially
revolt of Iranian youth shows that, for a
of Mahsa Amini for a poorly put veil,
Since the end of September and
the war in Ukraine,

The Express has scrutinized three
revolution.
revolution.

For 25 years, the Impact-SE organization has
been translating and deciphering education
books, but there is no mention of the fact
that the entity that has neglected its own people,
government is a nationalist and elitist
Students are taught that the Kiev
people, while Ukrainian nationalism is only
depicted in connection with Nazism.
Russia
programs,
version, the study points out. In the school
are only described from the Russian
revolution and the annexation of Crimea,
occurred in Ukraine since 2014, the Maidan
understand the state of mind in Moscow.

as meaningless," he explains. For them,
not miss Russian textbooks, "a fascinating
of the war in Ukraine,
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